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HAL Traxx™ Mobile 

Managing Your Mobile Inventory Just Got Easier
Is your “warehouse” on wheels? Then you need simple, real-time tracking of material movements  
between your fixed business location and mobile locations such as service vehicles to improve efficiency, 
technician productivity and customer satisfaction. Or perhaps you need to track critical assets that you own 
and deploy to customer locations – assets such as medical devices, high-value electronics, or propane tanks.  

HAL Systems makes it easy to manage your business on the go with HAL Traxx™ Mobile – a proven  
application designed to enhance the HAL Traxx™ Inventory and HAL Traxx™ Assets solutions.  

You don’t have to be a big company with a big budget to have the most advanced technology for inventory 
and asset management. With HAL Systems, you can quickly implement high-value, low-cost solutions  
customized to meet your specific requirements and keep your business moving in the right direction. 



See the Advantages for Yourself
HAL Traxx™ Mobile is a web-based application that helps pro-
vide optimal management of inventory or assets across your 
enterprise, including fixed and mobile business locations.

Get Going with HAL Traxx™ Mobile
HAL Traxx™ Inventory configured with HAL Traxx™ Mobile  
can provide optimal inventory management for small and 
mid-sized companies in various service industries, including:

 • HVAC/Electrical/Plumbing

 • Industrial battery

 • Industrial controls

 • Fire & Safety systems

 • Elevator/Escalator

Successful business applications for  
HAL Traxx™ Assets configured with HAL Traxx™  
Mobile include:

 • Industrial gas bottle (e.g. propane) replenishment

 • Equipment rentals/leases

 • Equipment movements

 • Trade show inventory control

At HAL Systems, we specialize in meeting challenges that other 
companies might consider too difficult, small or unusual. We’ll 
work closely with your resources to meet your requirements and 
exceed your expectations.

Connect with HAL Systems Today
For more than 30 years, HAL Systems has been providing  
fully featured, fully functional solutions to small and mid-sized 
businesses – for much less cost than comparable systems  
designed for larger enterprises. 

Whether you’re looking for a stand-alone system with standard 
functionality or a complete customized system, HAL Systems can 
help with fully scalable, market-tested solutions. Discover a new 
competitive advantage in your business today. 

To learn more, contact sales@halsystems.com  
or call 770-927-0700.
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Here’s a standard interface 
from the HAL Traxx™ Inventory 
solution showing the simplified 
design for ease of use and  
optimal efficiency. 

Available in multiple  
languages.

Here’s a customized interface 
with HAL Traxx™ Mobile. 

The easy-to-use interface  
provides a real-time job  
summary for quick and  
accurate invoicing when  
interfaced with your  
host system. 

HAL Systems can put the  
critical information and  
functionality you require  
at your fingertips today.  


